Nienkämper NOW® Chair
Design: Mark Müller

Features:
- Locking tilt with return safety function
- Pneumatic height adjustment
- Synchronized seat-and-back recline
- Tilt tension control
- Top-stitched contrast stitching on leather covers

Options:
- Polished aluminum arm supports with soft textured arm pads
- Die-cast chrome or black plastic twin-wheel casters
- Polished aluminum or black plastic five-star base
- Self-return base with pneumatic height adjustment and chrome or plastic glides
- Upholstered arm panel with contrast stitching

Visit the Nienkämper Web site at www.nienkamper.com for more information on the Nienkämper NOW chair
The Nienkamper NOW® Chair brings fine upholstery and contemporary aesthetics to the conference-room chair. Height, back and tilt controls, firm lumbar support and a contoured back ensure a comfortable, ergonomic sitting experience. Top stitching on the edges, a distinctive Y detail on the back and a tuck on the seat and back emphasize the chair’s crisp, tailored elegance.

Base, caster and upholstery options, including leather-upholstered side arms, give Nienkämper Now® a wide range of uses, from meeting room to private office.
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Model #13026 five star plastic base on glides with memory return and polished arms
Model #13025 five star polished aluminum base on glides with memory return and polished arms